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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Noah P from Green Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Houlden Eva C  (Indigo) Mr Palk Thea M (Blue) 

Mr Broadbent Violet  F (Red) Miss Hollick Noah W-C -  (Green) 

Miss Birch Sheldon B (Orange) Miss Spence Olivia E  (Yellow) 

Yellow Carson K- For making great progress with our multiplication and division work. 

Reggie W - For always being ready to help me out whenever I need a job doing. 

Indigo Ezra C - For always being so polite during our discussions in PSHE. 

Freya E - For taking pride in her handwriting and pushing herself to use sentence stems in guided read-
ing. 

Green Eliza B - For applying the same amount of effort in all lessons and taking pride in her work. 

Elsie B - For being a helpful role model to the younger children in school. 

Blue Rita H  - For  demonstrating different techniques in P.E. 
Ebenezer C (Orange)   -  For using Maths vocabulary to justify his answers. 

Orange Oliver C -  For fantastic contribution to class discussion. 

Cayton H- For great improvement in his attitude and effort. 

Red Fallon N - For showing a really good attitude and commitment to her work in all subjects. 

Kai D - For working hard on his productivity and presentation. 

Yellow Addyson-Junior - L  - For developing his vocabulary and being ambitious with his word choices. 

Indigo Hriyaan P - For confidently pointing out rhyming words when looking at poetry. 

Green Noah P - For effective use of personification in his poetry plan. 

Blue Twinkle N  - For amazing written pieces in Geography and Science. 

Orange Dolcie R - For great progress in her writing 

Red Freya H - For a  superb piece of writing around the pros and cons of Zoos. 

We managed a whole school attendance of 95.58% this week, just missing our whole school target of 
96%. We have a new class winner this week, with Yellow Class being the school champions with 
96.8%! This is the first time this term that another class have managed to beat Green or Red so very 
well done to them! Congratulations to the 139 children with 100% attendance. We still have plenty of 
time for full attendance from each class to try win the Pizza Afternoon reward! 

The individual winner was Addyson- Junior L  (Yellow Class) Well done! 


